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April 16, 2008 AP1 000 Screen Meeting

* Agenda
- 9:00 Introduction
- 9:15 Summary Overview (Schulz)
- 9:45 Screen Design, Plant Interface (Schulz)

10:00 Screen Design, CCI Background / Experience (CCI)
10:30 Screen Design, AP1000 Drawings (CCI)

- 11:15 Screen Testing (Andreychek)
- 12:15 lunch
- 1:15 Downstream Effects (and other infor from TR-26) (Andr
- 2:15 LTC Sensitivity Studies (Monahan)
- 2:45 ITAAC (Schulz)
- 3:15 RG 1.82 Assessment (Schulz)

- 3:45 Wrap-up

3ychek)
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" AP1000 Has Important DIFFERENCES Relative to
Operating Plants

AP1000 has many design features and characteristics that

eliminate or reduce the potential for LTC debris issues

" AP1000 Has Similarities To Operating Plants
-- Allows application of same evaluation methods

" AP1000 chemicals and materials are used in operating plants

(boron, TSP, aluminum, ... )
" AP1000 screen design / vendor are used in many plants

" All Information Discussed Today Is Taken From Reports

Sent to NRC
-- Except for LTC sensitivities which will be sent < 4/30/08

Slide 3 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



AP1000 Differences Overview

e AP1000 Has Many Design Features / Characteristics That

Eliminate or Reduce Potential For LTC Debris Issues
- Fibrous / particulate debris limited by design

* Fibrous debris is not generated by LOCAs

- MRI is used in zones of influence of LOCA jets a,c

" Debris limited to resident debris, resulting in very low debris loadings

- Chemical debris limited by design a,c

Slide 4 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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AP1000 Differences Overview

e AP1000 Has Many Design Features / Characteristics That
Eliminate or Reduce Potential For LTC Debris Issues (cont)
- AP1000 does not have Safety Injection pumps

* High flow SI pumps not used

- AP1000 SI flows decrease with time, less flow at recirc

* Chance of downstream effects (in-pipe) adversely affecting system
operation greatly reduced

- No pumps, HX, throttle valves, spray nozzles - reduced vulnerability

- ADS stage 4 provides significant water carryover
" Greatly limits chemical concentration increase (boron, TSP, ...
" Greatly limits deposition on fuel surfaces

- AP1000 containment cooling equipment has no interface with post
LOCA debris

Slide 5 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



AP1000 Differences Overview
Passive Safety Injection

41000"m

Slide 6 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 O Westinghouse



AP1000 Differences Overview i
Passive Containment Cooling System

* No Equipment Located Inside Natural convection

Containment air discharge

POCS gravity drain
- Not impacted by post LOCA debris water tank

* Uses Steel Containment Vessel As Heat Waterfimevaraon

Exchanger Outside cooling air intake

- Water drained onto outside surface

- Evaporates into natural circ air flow I tdt
and

* PCS Water Storage Tank Steel containment vessel na reciculation

- Provides 72 hr supply of water Airbafle

" Afterwards use on/offsite water

" Air only cooling prevents failure

- Flow decreases with time
S4 standpipes control flow

* 3 Redundant Drain Paths I
- 2 AOV, 1 MOV - Improves PRA reliability

Slide 7 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 ( Wa"tinnhn eai
V I Y.IUI 11151 IUUJ~~



AP1000 Differences Overview

* AP1000 Has Many Design Features / Characteristics That

Eliminate or Reduce Potential For LTC Debris Issues (cont)
- AP1000 has delayed start of recirculation

" Recirc time for most LOCAs is - 4 hr
* Minimum recirc time for DVI LOCA is - 2.5 hr
* Provides additional settling time

- AP1000 has no containment spray used during DBA LOCAs
• Has spray capability using fire pumps

- Only injection, no recirculation

" Only used in case of core melt sequence

Slide 8 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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AP1000 Differences Overview

* AP1000 Has Many Design Features / Characteristics That

Eliminate or Reduce Potential For LTC Debris Issues (cont)
- Containment floods deeper

- 24 ft above floor at cont recirc screens
* - 13 ft above top of cont recirc screens

* 2 ft curb provided in front of cont recirc screens

- Containment recirculation screens protective plate located just
above screens
" Extend out 10' in front of CR screens

" Prevents debris from falling into water right in front of the screens

* Heavier debris will settle onto floor before being transported to screens

Slide 9 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



AP1000 Differences Overview
Containment Recirc. Screens

A "OOI"TM

LOOP
COMPARIfMENT
#2

-FIR3TCTIV'E PLATE! t II
°• - ,9
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AP1000 Differences Overview

e AP1000 Has Many Design Features / Characteristics That

Eliminate or Reduce Potential For LTC Debris Issues (cont)
- AP1000 screen design provides large screen areas

* Together with low debris loading, prevent formation of contiguous
debris bed => no increase in head loss

- Confirmed by AP1000 testing

- AP1000 screen design based on proved screen design
* "Pocket" geometry more effective than flat screen

* Provides additional margin

* Applied to about 45 operating PWRs

- 20 in US

Slide 11 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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AP1000 Differences Overview

* Deep Containment Flood Up Can Cover LOCA Break

Location

- Allows part of recirculation flow to bypass screens

- Very low debris in AP1 000 limits amount of debris that could get

into the reactor vessel / fuel
• Not sufficient to from contiguous debris bed => no head loss

* Have performed T&H analysis with arbitrary large head loss

- Analyzed 3' and 6' of water head loss across core

- Downcomer not initially filled, so water level backs up in downcomer

>> In DCD LTC analysis downcomer not filled by > 6'
>> Causes no change in flow through core

- No impact in core cooling

Slide 12 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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AP1000 Differences Overview

e Long Term Cooling Analysis Demonstrates Adequate Core Cooling

With Debris

- Increase in screen DP has proportional impact on AP1000 recirc flows
" Characteristic of natural circ system

- Has no impact on operating plants until pumps stop due to inadequate NPSH

" AP1000 sensitivity analysis performed with arbitrary increase in screen DP

- 2 cases analyzed with following head loss additions

>> 3 ft to core and 6" to CR and IRWST screen head loss

)) 6 ft to core and 12" to CR and IRWST screen head loss

- No measurable loss in core cooling margin

)) Small reduction in recirculation flow rates (case 1 -4%, case 2 -11 %)

" Analysis and tests demonstrate contiguous debris bed does not form

- Head loss will be essentially zero

- No impact on core cooling

Slide 13 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



AP1000 Provides Well Documented/Analyzed 9 d
LTC Design With Large Margins

* Information Presented Today Is Taken From Reports Sent To NRC As
Listed Below
- AP1000 has defined detailed screen design information, reported in APP-

GW-GLN-147, Revision 1, submitted 3/3/08

- AP1000 has performed testing using AP1 000 screen design and
conditions, reported in WCAP-16914-P, Revision 0, submitted 3/3/08

- AP1000 has evaluated downstream effects, reported in APP-GW-GLR-
079, Revision 3, submitted 2/28/08

- AP1000 has defined DCD impacts including proposed ITAAC revisions in
APP-GW-GLE-002, Revision 0, submitted 2/28/08

- AP1000 has provided a RG 1.82, Rev 3, assessment / roadmap in letter
DCP/NRC2116, submitted 4/9/08

- AP1000 has performed LTC T&H sensitivities assuming conservative
increase in core / screen head losses
* Analysis complete, will be presented today and submitted by 4/30/08

Slide 14 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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AP1000 Containment Recirculation
r 

1 "00
ý!ý TM

and IRWST Screen Design Details

OVERVIEW

1. AP1000 Screen Design Interface with

Plant

2. AP1000 Screen Manufacturer Experience /

Product

3. AP1000 CR and IRWST Screen Detailed

Design

Slide 2 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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AP1000 Screen Design Methodology

* AP1000 screens sized to maximize their areas within the

available AP1 000 containment space
- Approx. 5000 ft2 for CR screens

- Approx. 1000 ft2 for IRWST screens

* AP1000 screens use existing structures to aid in the

creation of plenums for maximum flow availability

* AP1000 CR screens covered by a protective plate to

prevent debris from falling just in front of the screens

" AP1000 IRWST screens protected by the top of the

IRWST

Slide 3 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



A piI0

AP1000 Containment Recirculation Screens
a,c

APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0Slide4 O(Westinghouse
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AP1000 Containment Recirculation Screens
a,c

Slide 5 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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AP1000 Containment Recirculation Screens
a,c
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ScreensIRWST
a,c
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IRWST Screens
a,c
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CCI history ~299OM

Babcock & Wilcox

Bailey

IMI
,ZE OD OD

LDI;ýOD OD

SULZER valves

Valvs

HERION

FLUID KINETIC'

1961 - CCI founded

1967 - CCI patents the DRAG® valve

1971 - B&W purchases CCI

1979 - CCI purchases Bailey valves

1981 - IMI acquires CCI

1997 - CCI acquires Sulzer valves

2001 - CCI acquires BTG valves

2002 - CCI acquires STI

2003 - CCI acquires Herion valves

2003 - CCI acquires Fluid Kinetics

2005 - CCI acquires ABB Japan

2005 - Shanghai CCI JV formed

2006 - CCI acquires Truflo (Newman Hattersley, Thompson Valves)

APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 O • Westinghouse



Time History of Worldwide Events and
1000'"1

ECCS Screen Development by CCI
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CCI Debris Blockage Mitigation Experience

* 1st OEM to deliver upgraded screens following

Barsebaeck screen blockage event.
-- 1 st OEM to deliver "stacked disk" screens, 1994

- 1st OEM to develop upgraded screens for PWR, 1995

* EPRI full scale testing of "pocket cassette" screen per
BWROG successfully completed in 1996

* 26 BWR screen projects (Switzerland, Germany, Spain,
Taiwan, Japan)

* 22 PWR screen projects in progress for EdF

* 20 US PWR Installations

Slide 4 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
I )Westinghouse



Evolution of CCI Screens
e 1 rM

Factors of effective filter area in basic volume

13

12

11

10

9

8
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3

2

1

0

Slide 5

U
Wall Cassette StrainerCyLindricaL

Strainer

L-

Stacked Disc
Strainer

ffiE1IF
Cassette
Strainer
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CCI Pocket Cassette Screen Features APýooo-

i• Passive 4th generation screen, experience since] 1993

.... * No moving parts or related testing
* Rugged design for seismic & LOCA

I •~ *Compact modularized design, adapts to unique
sump geometry & obstructions, provides
convenient installation

0 No welding required for installation
0 Highest available ratio of inlet surface area-to-

volume
! Low screen approach velocity for desired

sedimentation effect & convoluted surface for
break-up of debris bed build up

a • Temporary removal of screen elements for
inspection access to ECCS pipe inlets possible

Slide 6 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 O Westinghouse



CCI Pocket Screen Design for PWRs A1i000'

uJ Perforated
FUnperforated

I V - 1 "

Slide 7 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Example Screen Module (Salem)
ellp0ooM

Unperforated cover

Unperforated cover

plates --> no air vortices

Central duct

Filter Pockets

I

Fixation to floor
(adjustable in
height and for
rebar locations)

Slide 8 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
O)Westinghouse



Example Screen Layout on Containment floor Aso0oo'LL00_-

SId9OWetntos
A
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Calvert Cliffs Mockup t~-ooovM

Slide 10 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 -oetinghouse



Salem Screen Installation A__1ooo ,

I

Slide 11 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
O Westinghouse



D.C. Cook Wall Screen Factory Mockup r1 IO "~

~~1t I

I

2006.08.18
APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0Slide 12
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US Nuclear PWR's with CCI Pocket Screens A

Owner

Entergy Nuclear South

Entergy Nuclear South

First Energy Nuclear Operating Company

Exelon Generation

Exelon Generation

Exelon Generation

Exelon Generation

Constellation Nuclear

Constellation Nuclear

American Electric Power

American Electric Power

Duke Power

Duke Power

Duke Power

Arizona Public Service Company

Arizona Public Service Company

Arizona Public Service Company

Constellation Nuclear

PSEG Nuclear LLC

PSEG Nuclear LLC

Plant

Arkansas Nuclear One 1

Arkansas Nuclear One 2

Beaver Valley 1

Braidwood 1

Braidwood 2

Byron 1

Byron 2

Calvert Cliffs 1

Calvert Cliffs 2

Donald C. Cook I

Donald C. Cook 2

Oconee 1

Oconee 2

Oconee 3

Palo Verde 1

Palo Verde 2

Palo Verde 3

R. E. Ginna

Salem 1

Salem 2

NSSS

B&W

C-E

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

C-E

C-E

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

B&W

B&W

B&W

C-E

C-E

C-E

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Westinghouse

Size

836

858

810

1120

1120

1105

1105

825

825

1020

1090

846

846

846

1243

1243

1243

500

1106

1106

Slide 13 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 4 )Westinghouse
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CR & IRWST Screen
Design / Assembly on S ite

Slide 14 APP-MY03-GLY-001, Rev. 0
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (F X S -MY 0, A÷-R B
a,c
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Nuclear $ervices AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXSVMY-02 A•B)
i4

a,c

Slide 16 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Nudear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B) ceý Lt!i
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iN u d ear Servi ces AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B)
TrzVos a,c

APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0Slide 18 I )Westinghouse



- Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
,•!,, .UT 961-f a,c

Slide 19 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 I o• Westinghouse



Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B)
AIlM

a,c

Slide 20 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS,-MY-02 A+B)

a,c

Slide 21 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 I O)Westinghouse



Nuclear• Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B)
a,c

Slide 22 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 O)Westinghouse



Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-M*VIY-02 A+B) ý7: V "ItA"ifflijo-z'
a,c

Slide 23 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 G OWestinghouse



Nucleaf Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (Pxs-fY-O2 A+B)
a,c

Slide 24 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
I ( Westinghouse



Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
APIOOO

a,c

Slide 25 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 i O Westinghouse
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Nuclear Serviices AP 1000 CR Strainer ,(PXS.-MY-02 A+B)
a,c

Slide 26 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B)
a,c

Slide 27 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Nuclear Servi ces AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B) < "I
a,c
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
a,c

Slide 29 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Nuclear Sernices AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXSr-MY-02 A÷B)
a,c
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Nuclear SerVices AP 1,000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B)
a,c

Slide 31 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 I9 )Westinghouse



Nu cea Servi ces AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A,+B)
APIOOO

a,c
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;Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
a,c
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a,c
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AP I ýOO 0'

a,c
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Nudear Services AP 11000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A÷B) 4 Lo? -Wý ýI
C94Wn't-,I LfL-LtI-Mý-UV.MtV

aOo

a,c

APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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f-wý, ýOO 0
a,c
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a,c
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
t1~1~?~

A0OTM

a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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Nu clear Selrlvices AP 1000 CR Strainer (PXS-MY-02 A+B)
a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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NucleJD St-erNices AP 1000 IRVVST Strainer (PS-.MY-Ol A-8)
a,c
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a,c
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Nu CIa, C.E v[i ccs AP 1000 IRVWST Strainer (rxs,-r.,-v-ol ARB.)
P 4,1 I JA-4 L I, J a,c
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a,c
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clear Servaces AP 1000 1RWVST Strainer (vxs-rY-o'i A+B)
s~1f

II
rh.

a,c
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AP 1000 1IRWST Stirallinel (rxs-.I[,:,-oI A+1B)
a,c
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Nuc I ea-f ýSe.rvices AP 1000 IRVWST Strainer (Pxs.--wY.-oi A+B,)
a,c
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Nqcleazr Services AP 1000 IRAIST Strainerr (PXS-MY-01 A+B)
1W.~.kI 4'eliC ~ a, c
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NudLeear Servilces AP 1000 FRWST Strainer (PXS 1M-r'A A B)
a,c
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Nuclear Services AP 1000 IRW.ST Strainer (PXSý-NY-01 A÷B,)
v~IG~~49~ U~?~a, c
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NLic[ear SeiV:CeS AP 1000. IR:WST Stjaliner (P.xis-iy-M-III A-B)
A*0OM

a,c
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a,c
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a,c
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Nuclear Sen. ces AP 1OO IRWST Strainer (PXS-YrY-0 A+B)
_ _ a,c
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a,c
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Nuclear SarviCes AP 1000 I RVVST Strainer (PNS-IYWO0 A*8:)
a,c
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a,c
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Structural Analysis Performed on API000 Screens
- M

a,c
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Reason for Testing

" Post-accident sump recirculation
- Needed to assure long-term core cooling following a LOCA
- Current a regulatory issue

" Generic Safety Issue GSI-191
* Generic Letter GL 2004-02

" AP1000 is also addressing these regulatory issues
- Using Industry guidance and methods for analysis
- Recirculation screen testing

* Confirm performance of an AP1000 recirculation screen
design under a spectrum of AP1 000-specific debris loadings
- Resident containment debris
- Thermal insulation, as appropriate
- Chemical effects

" With representative recirculation screen flow rates

Slide 2 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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The AP1000 Design1.
" Has some differences from current

PWRs
" These differences are important to

evaluating long-term core cooling
- No fibrous thermal insulation
- Limited (minimal) "problematic"

insulation
- Dense (non-transportable) _____'__

coatings
- Limited materials to react with

post-accident sump water
" These design differences provide

for post-accident recirculation flow
under gravity flow conditions
associated with the AP1000 design

* These features appropriately
accounted for in the test program

Slide 3 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Purpose of Test Program

" Use representative post-accident debris loadings to
characterize postulated Design Basis Accident (DBA)
debris conditions experienced by AP1000 recirculation
screens

" Quantify head loss for

- AP1000 Containment Recirculation Screens and

- AP1000 In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank Screens

" Validate the acceptability of a specific screen design for
the AP1000

Slide 4 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Scaling Considerations
a,c
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Scaling Considerations - Screen Area
a,c
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Scaling Considerations - Chemical Loading
a,c
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General Description of Test
" Hydraulic flume at the Fauske and Associates, Inc. laboratory used
" Debris loadings used a,c

m

" Test screen module

" Flume flow rates

a,c

]
a,c

7
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Instrumentation

* Instrumentation provided for monitoring the

following parameters:
a,c
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Description of Test Sequence
" Testing took note of industry experience

* Following sequence used:
a,c
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Diagram of Flume
a,c
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Diagram of Flume
a,c
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Diagram of Flume
a,c
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Debris Mix for Testing

" Min-K thermal insulation

* Fibrous resident debris

" Particulate resident debris

a,c

a,c

LI
a,c

e Post-accident chemical surrogates
a,c
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Debris Loads for AP-1000 Head-Loss Testing
a,c
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Test Matrix
* Several clean screen test performed a,c

* Three head loss tests performed a,c

K
a,c
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API000 Head Loss Run Matrix
a,c
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Clean Screen Head Loss Test Velocities

a,c
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Loss TestsSummary of Debris Added for Head
a,c
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Design Basis Test Observations and Data
a,c
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Operating Plant Screen Conditions With High Debris
Loads Result In Much Higher Head Losses Than AP1000

a,c
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Design Basis Test Observations and Data
a,c
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1st Sensitivity Test - Observations and Data

a,c
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2nd Sensitivity Test - Data and Observations
a,c
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2nd Sensitivity Test - Data and Observations
a,c
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Test Summary
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Applicability of Test to AP0OO0-Specific Design
-- A

a,c
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Applicability of Test to API000-Specific Design
a,c
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Conclusions
* Measured head loss was comparable for all tests a,c

* The data from this test program demonstrated the ability of the
Recirculation and the IRWST screens to successfully perform their
design function under debris loading conditions in excess of that
expected for the AP1000 following a postulated LOCA

* The test data and the conclusions above apply to both the
Recirculation and IRWST screens
- Test conditions bound flow and debris conditions for both Recirculation

and IRWST screens in recirculation mode following a LOCA
- The screen geometry for the test is a conservative representation of the

design described in TR-147
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Report Contents

* Determines Types / Amounts of Post Accident Debris and

Their Transport to Screens / Core
- Mechanical and chemicals

- Different break locations

* Assesses Head Loss Across Screens and Core

- Confirmed in AP1 000 screen testing

" Evaluates Downstream Effects
- Erosion, abrasion, wear and plugging of lines

- Deposition of chemicals on fuel

Slide 2 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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API000 Debris Sources

. AP1000 design minimizes debris sources
a,c

* Two sources of potential debris applicable to AP1000
- Resident containment - dirt, dust, lint and other miscellaneous materials

inside containment
- Post-accident chemical effects - chemical products (precipitants)

produced due to sump fluid chemically reacting with materials inside
containment and producing

Slide 3 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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API000 LTCC Debris Assessment

Known potential contributors to screen plugging considered
* Debris that could be produced by a LOCA

* Resident fibers and particles present in containment prior to the
LOCA

" AP1000 features
- Containment design
- Equipment locations

- Containment cleanliness program a,c

" Generation of chemical precipitants considering
- Materials used inside AP1000 containment
- Post-accident water chemistry
- Applicable research and testing

Slide 4 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Resident Containment Debris Evaluation

" Purpose
- Estimate amount of resident containment debris consistent with methods

of NEI 02-01 a,c

I ]I
* Containment areas included were consistent

- Applicable guidance of Regulatory Guide 1.82, Rev 3
- Relevant aspects of COL Information Item 6.3-2

* Containment categorized into four general types of surfaces:
- Horizontal surface areas
- Walls
- Equipment
- Piping

" Fundamental assumption
- The AP1000 owner maintains containment cleanliness consistently with

the operating PWR plants sampled

Slide 5 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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Resident Containment Debris Evaluation
a,c

* Using the described information, an estimate of the mass of each
resident containment debris type was made for the AP1 000

Slide 6 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Effect of Break Locations
* Break locations identified using applicable guidance of NEI 04-07

- NEI 04-07 break criteria focuses on large amounts and worst case debris
compositions a c

I

-- Therefore, break locations evaluated based on transport of maximum
amount resident containment debris to recirculation screens and to coreac

i~
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Amount of Resident Containment Debris
a,c
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Best Estimate Resident Containment Debris
a,c
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Upper Bound Resident Containment Debris
a,c
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Summary of Fiber and Particle
Containment Debris

APIý1 OOO0

a,c
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Post-Accident Chemical Debris

" Materials in containment may dissolve or corrode when exposed to

coolant spilled due to a LOCA, resulting in

- Oxide particulate corrosion products

- Potential for the formation of precipitants due to changes in temperature
and reactions with other dissolved materials

" These chemical products could become another source of debris

loading and impact recirculating flow

* Data and methods of WCAP-16530-NP-A, "Evaluation of Post-

Accident Chemical Effects in Containment Sump Fluids to Support

GSI-1 91" used to evaluate type and quantity of chemical precipitants

that may form in the AP1000 recirculation fluid post-LOCA

Slide 12 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Post-Accident Chemical Effects
a,c
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Applicability of WCAP-16530-NP-A

* These data and methods are applicable to AP1000 for the following
reasons

* Therefore, the data and calculation methods described in
WCAP-1 6530-NP-A are applicable to the AP1000 design.

a,c

Slide 14 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Summary of Chemical Debris

" AP1000 has several features that significantly reduces materials
available to form chemical precipitants a,c

" For conservatism a,c

E I
" A sensitivity evaluation to assess precipitant from zinc materials

a,c

" Evaluation demonstrates AP1000 post-accident chemical debris load
significantly lower that for current operating plants

3

.3
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Head Loss Calculations

* Pressure drop due to resident containment debris calculated for

- Containment Recirculation Screens

- IRWST Screens

- Core entrance

* NUREG/CR-6224 correlation used

a,c

Slide 16 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Applicability of NUREG/CR-6224
* Correlation is conservative for and applicable to AP1000

-- NUREG/CR-6224 head loss correlation developed for containment sump screens
with contiguous fiber beds

* Several types of fibrous materials used to construct the beds used to develop the
correlation, including fiberglass

* Vertical loop head loss data used to develop the correlation

a,c

* Therefore, NUREG/CR-6224 head loss correlation is not only applicable, but
its application to the AP1000 design is conservative

Slide 17 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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Description of Head Loss Calculations

" Two resident containment debris loading cases evaluated:

" Results are summarized on next slide

a,c
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Summary of Head Loss Calculations
a,c
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Conclusions from Head Loss Calculations
" For the Containment Recirculation Screens and the IRWST Screens:

a,c

* For the Core: a,c

" Therefore, resident debris in containment and the formation of post-accident
chemical products in the AP1 000 containment are evaluated to have NO
adverse impact on the performance of the PXS a,c

i- :I
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Downstream Effects Evaluation

* "Downstream effects": effects of debris passing through through
recirculation screens on systems, structures and components

downstream of the recirculation screens

* These effects are evaluated for operating plants to support closure of
Generic Safety Issue GSI-191 using data and methods and
developed by the PWR Owners Group

* Two evaluations were performed for the AP1000
- The first was for effects of debris on systems and components outside

the core

- The second was to evaluate the potential chemical deposition on fuel

cladding surfaces due to boiling in the core following a LOCA a

Slide 21 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Ex-Vessel Downstream Effects Evaluation
Method

* Evaluation data and methods for ex-vessel downstream effects outlined in
Revision 1 of WCAP-16406-P-A:
- The fuel blockage evaluation as described in Section 5
- Valve evaluations for plugging and erosive wear described in Sections 7 and 8

and Appendix F
Valve screening criteria are generically applicable to valves in the long-term core cooling
recirculation flow path of PWRs in general a,c

E ]
* AP1000 design features eliminate need for downstream effects evaluations of

some components identified in Revision 1 of WCAP-16406-P-A:
- Pump evaluations, heat exchangers, and orifice evaluations
- Settling of debris in instrumentation lines

- Containment Spray System (CSS)
" Thus, data and methods identified in Revision 1 of WCAP-16406-P-A are

applicable to the AP1 000 design where applicable design features exist

Slide 22 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Ex-Vessel Downstream Effects Evaluation
Method
" Evaluation included each valve and associated piping in the

recirculation path of the PXS
- Evaluation method and acceptance criteria are described in

WCAP-1 6406-P-A
- Equipment in the post-LOCA flow path identified using current P&IlDs for

the AP1000 PXS
" Two tables presented on the following two slides list the components

that are in the AP1 000 long term core cooling flow path
- The table immediately following this slide describes the containment

recirculation flow path equipment
- The table following it describes the IRWST injection flow path

* The results of the evaluation demonstrates that the AP1 000 PXS
equipment utilized for recirculation is acceptable for the expected
debris loading in the recirculating fluid resulting from a postulated
LOCA
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Ex-Vessel Downstream Effects Evaluation
Summary

A~IIAý0TM

5,7
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Ex-Vessel Downstream Effects Evaluation
Summary

APIOOO

a,c
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In-Vessel (Core) Downstream Effects
Evaluation Method (LOCADM)

" The effect of chemical reactions within the coolant that
could lead to deposition of material within the core was
evaluated
- The purpose of the evaluation was to demonstrate acceptable

AP1000 long term core cooling performance
- The evaluation accounted for the unique features of the AP1000

design

* The method developed and documented in WCAP-16793-
NP were used to perform the evaluation
- This evaluation method was developed to be generically

applicable to all PWRs
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In-Vessel (Core) Downstream Effects
Evaluation Method (LOCADM)

* Several features unique to the AP1 000 reduce the amount
of materials that could contribute to formation of chemical
precipitants a

,C
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Applicability of LOCADM to AP1000
* The data and methods of WCAP-16793-NP are applicable to the AP1000 for

the following reasons: a ,C
m
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Core Deposition Acceptance Criteria

Two Acceptance Criteria are identified for this evaluation
- From Section A4 of WCAP-16793-NP, the acceptance criterion

Maximum cladding temperature maintained during periods when the
core is covered will not exceed a core average clad temperature of
800°F (426.7 C)

This acceptance basis is applied after the initial quench of the
core and is consistent with the long-term core cooling
requirements stated in 10 CFR 50.46 (b)(4) and 10 CFR 50.46
(b)(5)

- An additional acceptance criterion is to demonstrate that the total
deposition on the limiting clad surface (oxide + crud + precipitate)
is less than 50 mils (1270 ýrm)

Based on 50 mil (1270 prm) being the maximum acceptable
deposition thickness on adjacent fuel rods before debris would
bridge the gap between the adjacent fuel rods
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LOCADM Evaluations Performed
" The purpose was to evaluate the impact of post-accident chemical

products in the recirculating coolant following a LOCA on
- Fuel cladding deposition and
- Clad/oxide interface temperatures

" Three evaluations were performed ac
m

* AP1000 plant specific inputs used to perform the evaluation a,c
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Summary of LOCADM Evaluations
Performed

A 'l 0ýO

a,c
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Summary of Evaluations Performed

AP1000 LOCADM calculations demonstrate

* Both acceptance criteria for long-term core
achieved

cooling

a,c

e Thus, conservative calculation of post-LOCA chemical
product deposition on fuel clad surface does not challenge
long-term core cooling for the API 000 design
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Overall Summary

For the AP1000 PXS recirculation flow path
* Resident containment debris is the major post-accident debris source

term for recirculation
- A containment cleanliness program similar to ones in affect today will

limit this source a,c

K
* Head loss calculations demonstrate

- Small collection of fiber on screens and bottom of core
U~inirnnl rnrc c" irda tArn n -rnee o~rrnno nr t-rn

]
-- IVlI III Cli I •Jl p ;.•,3U •3 Ml ~I, 'J1J C;Ia U'-""'3 Oka •I;• I0 k~'l k / • a,c

* Ex-vessel downstream effects evaluation demonstrate all components
in PXS system pass

* In-vessel downstream effects evaluation demonstrate no challenge to
long-term core cooling
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Conclusions
* The PXS and its "pocket" type recirculation screens have been

evaluated and tested
* Evaluations demonstrate the PXS system will function as designed

under the available post-accident debris loads associated with the
API 000
- Ex-vessel downstream effects evaluations completed and all affected

components "pass" with margin
- In-vessel downstream effects evaluations completed and acceptance

criteria met with margin
- Calculated head loss across recirculation screens is minimal a,c

* Based on this information, the AP1000 evaluation of LTC should be

acceptable
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" Sensitivity results presented here are based on
calculations that have been technically verified.

* Documentation is in Westinghouse final
management review process.

* Final report will be issued to the NRC by April 30,
2008.
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Long-Term Cooling DCD Analysis

" Presented in DCD Section 15.6.5.40 Long-Term Cooling

" Criteria / Purpose
- The AP1 000 safety-related systems are designed to provide

adequate cooling of the reactor indefinitely

- Demonstrate that the passive systems provide adequate

emergency core cooling during the IRWST injection / containment
recirculation time frame

- Provide sufficient flow to the reactor vessel to cool the core and to
preclude boron precipitation

* Performed Using WCOBRA/TRAC computer code

Slide 3 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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Long-Term Cooling DCD Analysis

" Double Ended Direct Vessel Injection (DEDVI) Break
- Most limiting break for long-term cooling

* One PXS room floods which reduces containment flood level/
available liquid driving head for recirculation flow

* IRWST spills to containment resulting in earliest switchover to
recirculation and highest decay heat for to recirculation operation

" Water Sources for Recirculation During DEDVI Break
- Containment recirculation through CR screens

- IRWST through IRWST screens
• Replenished by PCS condensate return via IRWST gutter

- Containment water flows into LOCA break when level exceeds
break elevation

Slide 4 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 e stinghouse
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LOCA Long Term Cooling
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Passive Core Cooling

REAC.OR
VESSEL
(RCS)
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Long-Term Cooling DCD Analysis

* Initial conditions based on the end of the SBLOCA
transient

* Duration from -3000 seconds to 10000 seconds
- Time where IRWST injection is fully established to when

Quasi-steady-state recirculation condition has been established
- Recirculation is initiated at 6500 sec

" Limiting failure is one ADS Stage 4 valve
* Demonstrates no core uncovery and no cladding

temperature excursions
" Water carry over through ADS stage 4 valves precludes

significant buildup in the core boron concentration
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APIO00
Sensitivities to Debris Loading

* Three areas where debris accumulation might affect

system / plant operation
- Core

- Containment recirculation screens

- IRWST screens

" Sensitivities started at 6500 seconds which is time to
switchover to containment recirculation (Window mode as

described in WCAP-14776, "WCOBRA/TRAC OSU Long-

Term cooling Final Validation Report"
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Sensitivities to Debris Loading

o Two sensitivity cases performed
- Case 1 considers a highly conservative increase in pressure drops

due to debris blockage

- Case 2 doubles the pressure drops applied in Case 1
- Both cases assume a DVI break location in a PXS room

* As in the DCD, this results in lowest final containment flood level
* Would result in less debris available for transport into the RCS than

calculated in TR-26 for a DVI break in a loop compartment
- However we have conservatively / non-mechanistically used the TR-26

amount of debris

- Both cases far exceed any blockage indicated by the testing of the
AP1000 screen design
* WCAP-16914-P indicates no noticeable head loss from the testing

Slide 9 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Sensitivities to Debris Loading

* Case 1 Sensitivity
- Flow resistance of the lower support plate at the core inlet is

increased to model a pressure drop of 3 feet at the DCD flow rate

of 152 Ibm/sec

- Containment recirculation screen pressure drop is increased by 7
inches at the DCD flow rate of 77.2 lb/sec
* Objective was to have DP of > 6 inches head loss in sensitivity case

* Sensitivity case resulted in a DP of 6.8 inches at 73.6 Ibm/sec flow

- IRWST screen pressure drop is increased by 7 inches at the DCD
flow rate of 75 lb/sec

" Objective was to have DP of > 6 inches head loss in sensitivity case

* Sensitivity case resulted in a DP of 6.8 inches at 72 Ibm/sec flow

Slide 10 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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Sensitivities to Debris Loading

e Case 2 Sensitivity
- Flow resistance of the lower support plate at the core inlet is

increased to model a pressure drop of 6 feet at the DCD flow rate

of 152 Ibm/sec

- Containment recirculation screen pressure drop is increased by
14 inches at the DCD flow rate of 77.2 lb/sec
* Objective was to have DP of > 12 inches head loss in sensitivity case

* Sensitivity case resulted in a DP of 13.2 inches at 73.6 Ibm/sec flow

- IRWST screen pressure drop is increased by
* Objective was to have DP of > 12 inches head loss in sensitivity case

• Sensitivity case resulted in a DP of 13.2 inches at 67.5 Ibm/sec flow
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Sensitivity Results

* Containment liquid continues to provide hydraulic head
sufficient to drive water into the downcomer through the
DVI nozzles

* DVI flow and ADS venting paths provide a liquid flow
through the core that enables the core to remain cool and
liquid carryover is adequate to preclude concentration of
boric acid

* Downcomer level increases with increase core inlet
pressure drops

" Cladding temperatures do not appreciably rise above the
saturation temperature

Slide 12 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse
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Sensitivity Results

* Comparison of DVI line flow rates
- Intact DVI line

0 77.2 Ibm/sec in the DCD analysis

* 73.6 Ibm/sec in Sensitivity Case 1
* 69.0 Ibm/sec in Sensitivity Case 2

- Broken DVI line

* 75.0 Ibm/sec in the DCD analysis

* 72.0 Ibm/sec in Sensitivity Case 1

* 67.5 Ibm/sec in Sensitivity Case 2

" The small reduction in recirculation flow rates does not

adversely affect core cooling

Slide 13 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0 Westinghouse



Sensitivity Results APIOOO0

Collapsed Liquid Level in Downcomer
APIO00 Long Term Cooling Study

Sensitivity Case 1 Downcomer Liquid Level
.DC Analysis Downcomer Liquid Level

APIO00 Long Term Cooling
Sensitivity Case 2 Downcomer Liquid L
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Sensitivity Results APlOOO

Collapsed Liquid Level in Upper Plenum
AP1O00 Long Term Cooling Study

Sensitivity Case I Upper Plenum Collapsed Level
. DCD Analys U r Pnum Col lapsed Level

AP1000 Long Term Cooling Study
Sanentivity Case 2 Upper Plenum Collapsed Level
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LTC Sensitivity Summary

* AP1000 screen testing and analysis shows that there will
be no measurable increase in head loss caused by debris
- DCD LTC analysis unaffected

* LTC sensitivity studies show no loss in core cooling margin
even with large arbitrary / non-mechanistic increases in
core / screen head losses

Testing shows screen DPs about 1/8" water clean and with design
basis debris load
0 Testing also shows screen DPs unchanged by doubling resident debris

Increasing DPs for core (to 3' & 6') and screens (to 6" & 12") result
in small decreases in recirc flows (-4% & -11 %) but no loss in core
cooling margin
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APIOOO

AP1000 Screen ITAACs

* Proposed Revisions to AP1000 ITAACs Related to Screens

- CR and IRWST screen areas (revised)
" Added pocket face & total areas
* Added total face and revised screen areas

- Curb heights in front of screens (revised)
0 Added curb height for IRWST screen

- Protective plate (minor change)

- Use of SS under protective plate (unchanged)

- Use of SS enclosures on excore instrumentation (new)

- Use of MRI insulation (unchanged)

- Use of high density coatings (unchanged)
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ITAAC - Screen and Curb (Revised)

Table 2.2.3-4 (cont.)
Inspections, Tests, Analvyses, and Acceptance Ciiteria

vii) Inspections of the IRWST
and containment recirculation
screens will be conducted. The
inspections will include
measurements of the pockets and
the number of pockets used In
each screen. The pocket frontal
face area is based on a width
times a height. The width is the
distance betwveen pocket
centerlines for pockets located
beside each other. The height. is
the distance between pocket
centerlines for pockets located
above each other. The pocket
screen area is the total area of
perforated plate inside each
pocket; this area will be
determined by inspection of the
screen manufacturincg drawings.

viii) The screens utilize pockets with
a fiontal face area of> 6.2 in2 and a
screen surface area > 140 -n per
pocket. Each IRWST screen has a
sufficient number of pockets to
provide a fiontal face area > 20 ft2

and a screen surface area > 500 ft.
Each containment recirculation
screen has a sufficient number of
pockets to provide a frontal face area
> 105 ft and a screen surface area>
2500 tt 2.

A debris curb exists in front of the
containment recirculation screens
which is > 2 ft above the loop
compartment floor. The bottom of the
IRWST screens are located > 6 mi
above the bottom of the IRWST.
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APIO00

ITAAC - Protective Plate (Minor Revision)

TaIie. 2.~2.3-4 (coit.)
Ii nspecti o ns, 'rests, A nas Ivses. to n(] A ccepi~a nce Cr iI e r la

I)esign COlinliiltlitC IA. I nspec io ns, T••s, A nal vsC AcceptaIc. *tritcrk

vii) l1SpeCtion of the as'built
co mponenis will be conducted for
plates located above the
Co0utamine-nt feci'culation SCreens.

vii) Plates located above each
containment i ecircu] ation scieen ar1e
no more [han I ft above t(ie top of the
screen and extejid out at least 10 17ft
perpendicular to and at least 7 ft to
tile side of the screen surfauce.
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API 000
ITAAC - Surfaces Under Protective Plate (Minor Rev)
ITAAC - Excore Dector Enclosure (New)

Table 2.2.3-4 (cont.)
Inspections, Tests, Anily"Ises, and Acceptance Criteria

xiii) Inspections will be
conducted of the surfaces In the
vic1miyt of the containment
recirculation screens. The
surfaces in the vicini(.: of the
containment recirculation screens
are the surfaces located above the
bottom of the recirculation
screens tip to aid including the
bottom surface of the plate
discussed mi Table 2.2.3-4,
item 8.,ec vii, out at. least 10 feet
pe11elldicular to and at least 7 feet
perpendicular to the side of the
screen face.

xiv) Inspections will be
conducted of the surfaces of the
source range, intermediate range-
and power range detectors.

xiii) These surfaces are stainless
steel.

xiv) These surfaces are stainless
steel.

Slide 5 APP-MY03-GLY-001-NP, Rev. 0
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ITAAC - Use of MRI Insulation (Unchanged)

ITAAC - Use of High Density Coatings (Unchanged

AMT

]'nbI4~ ~

j-~q ~(tIii

In s1Rct ~ ~b us, ~ .A ma Iys~s. ~s uci A ccepLmnce Cr i icr i~m

])esiim| (2Ouiininviit I nspec I ions, ]'csts, A lnalyses ACCel:ance Cr(iteraif

ix) I nspections will be conducted
of the insulation used. inside the
containment on ASME Class I
lines and on the reactor Vessel,
reactor coolant punt hps, pressurizer
and steam generators.

x) Inspections will be con dLIcted
of the as-built nonsa fety-related
coatings or of plant irecords of tile
n1onsaf1ety-ekilatedm coalings Used
inside Co n talininlent o n Wails,
1]loors, ceilings. structural steel
which is paitl of the -buildting
structure and on the polar crane.

:ix) The type odf insulation used on
these lines and equipment is a metal
reflective type or a suitable
equivalent.

x) A report exists and concludes that
the coatings used on these surfaces
has a d&'y film density oaf 10 lb/ft."3 .
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AP1000 RG 1.82 Assessment

e Provided to Assist Review of AP1000 Screen Information
- RG 1.82 put into table

- Each item addressed by providing
" Summary response for AP1000, considering AP1000 differences

" AP1000 reference for additional information

- References include
* DCD sections

* APP-GW-GLN-147, Revision 1, Technical Report 147, "AP1000 CR and IRWST Screen
Design", submitted March 3, 2008
WCAP-16914-P, Revision 0, "Evaluation of Debris Loading Head Loss Tests for AP1000
Recirculation Screens and In-containment Refueling Water Storage Tank Screens,"

submitted March 3, 2008

* APP-GW-GLR-079, Revision 3, Technical Report 26, "AP1 000 Verification of Water
Sources for Long-Term Recirculation Cooling Following a LOCA," submitted March 28,
2008

* APP-GW-GLE-002, Revision 0, "Impacts to AP1000 DCD to Comply with NRC Generic
Letter 2004-02", submitted March 28, 2008
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API0O0

API000 RG 1.82 Assessment
AP1000 RG 1.82 Assessment _Matrix

Secton Stated Regulatory Position Comparison to tie AP1000 DesignNumber t

C-1 PRESSURIZED WATER REACTORS The AP 1000 is a Pr"essurized Water Reactor (PWR). Therefore. this section
is the appropriate section to perform a coinparisou berveen Regulatory
Positioni stated in the Regulatory Guide, the applicability of those positions
to the AP1000 and how the API000 desigi addresses those regulatory
posiTions•.

C-1.1 Features Needed To •Minimize the Potential for Loss of NPSH The APl0Q0 does not use pumps to provide core or containment cooling
The ECC sumps, which are the source of water for such functions as ECC and durinn a LOCA. As a result this. section does not apply to the API000.
containment heat removal following a LOCA. should contain an appropriate
combination of the following features a.d capabilities to ensure the
aailability of the ECC sumps for long-texm cooling. The adequacy of the
combinatioa.s of the featu:es and capabilities shosuld be evaluated using the
criteria and ass.u.mptions in Regulatory Position 1.3.

C-1.1.1 ECC Sumips, Debris Interceptors, and Debris Screenis
C:-I .1.1.1 A minimum of two sumps should be provided, each with sufficient capacity 1. The APIO0O provides for two separate containment recirculation

to serice one of the :edundant trains of the ECCS and C:SS. Disttibution of (CR) screen., Each screen is associated with one Passive Core
water -..ources and containment spray between the sumnps should be Cooling System (PXS) sub.system. In order to increase mar :n.m the
considered in the calculation of boron concentration in the sumpis for two screens have an interconnection between them so that in case one
evaluating post-LOCA subcritica.li-Y and shutdown margins. Typically, these PXS subsy.stem does not draw recirculation watezr both screens are
calculations are performed assuming minimum boron concentration and available to ...upport the one finctioning PXS subsystem. The screen
minimum dilution sources. Similar coniderations should also be given in the testing performed for the AP 1000 (Reference 2) demonstrates that the
calculation of time for Hot Leg Switcho.er. which is calculated assuming screens have .-ienificant margin.
mainium boron concentr'atiot, and a minimunm of dilution source5. 2. The AP 1000 does not have a containment s..pray system that would be

used during a design basis LOCA. Therefore issues associated with
cotainnient, s'pray are not applicable to the APl 000 design. The
API00O does have a non-s.afety containment spray feature. This
feature is only permitted to be used during a severe accident.

3. Boric acid dilution evaluation for the AP1000 has previously
demonstrated acceptable boric acid concentrations in both the
recirculating pool volume and the reactor ve.ssel post-accident. Refer
to DCD section 15.6.5.4C.4. Note that because of the effectiveness of
ADS stage 4 in carsying over water from the RCS. the APIO00 does
not have Hot Lee Switchover.
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API 000

AP1000 RG 1.82 Assessment
API000 RG ].82 Assessment .Matrix

Section Stated Regulatory Position Comparison to the AP1000 DesignNumberM

C-_ .1..1.2 To the extent practical, the redundant sumps should be phy:s.ically separated The APi000 CR screens axe separate screens that are located next to each
by .structural banriers firom each other and homn high-energy pipine systems to other in one of the A.P 1000 loop compartmen-ts. This location is dictated by
preclude damage from LOCA, and, if within the design basis, main steam or the location of The PXS sub-compartments and the large size of the screens
main feedwater brea-kd cotlseuences to the components of both sumps (e.g.,
trash racks. sunmp screens, and sump outlets) by whlipping pipes or high- The location of these screens has been evaluated to demonstrate that they
-velocity jets ofwater or steam. are not impacted by whipping pipe.s or high-velocity jets of water or steam.

DCD -subsection 3.6.4.1 state.s that an evaluation wans performed (APP-GW-
GLR-074) to determine the method of protection to be used for safety-
related targets located in the vicinity of po.stulated high-energy pipe breaks.

DCD Table 3.6-3 shows that the PXS CR screens in Room 112102 are
protected by pipe whip restraints from the effects of three postulated pipe
breal..s in Rooms 11302 and 11602. Note that all of these breaks are
secondaty side breaks and the CR screens are not expected to be used
durinz non-LOCA accidents- however for plant de.sign margin it is aw•stumed
that the CR sc:eens do have to be protected from such breaks.

Due to a recent design change, the heat exchanger (HX) that is used to
remove heat from the reactor coolant pump (RCP) was changed from an
internal HX to an external HX. As a result. there lie now two 3" pipes that
connect each RC? motor to its HX. There are 4 potential break locations
associated with the.se lines (per RCP). For three of these break locations, the
orientation of the connection and routing of the pipe prevents pipe whip and
jet impingement on the CR screenh. For the other break location, it. is
expected that pipe whip restraints or jet shields- viU not be required becaus.•e
of the design of the piping and the RCP internials. The RCP has a labyrinth
re•triction located along, the RCP shaft next to the pump casing and the
volume of cold water contained in the RCP is small. Following a bre ak1 of a
cooling water line, the labyrinth immediately reduces the pressure in the
RCP motor (to less than about 1100 psia) and the break flow (to about 13%
of what it would be without the labyri-nth). The limited volume of cold
water results in a v ery short duration of cold water jettingL once a two phase
mixture starts to flow out the pipe break, the di--tance to the screens pre!veats
jet impingement damage. Since these RCP lines are not expected to require
pipe whip restraints or jet shields they do not need to be added to DCD
Table 3.6-3.
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AP1 000 RG 1.82 Assessment
API000 RG 1.82 Assessment Matrix

Section Sae euaoyPsto
Number Stated Regulatory Position Comparison to the AP1000 Design

C-1.1.1.3 The sumps should be located on the lowest floor elevation in the containment 1. The AP1000 CR screen- are located near the floor of the loop
exclu.iv.'e of the reactor vessel cavity to maximize the pool depth relative to compartment. Note that the conrainmneat floodup level is significantly
the sump screens. The ..;ump outlets should be protected by appropriately hinher in AP 1000 than in operating plants. ThiS allowS for the use of
oriented (e.g., at lea.;t two vertical or nearly vertical) debris interceptors: (1) a a high curb (24 inch) mid still have the water level rise --10 feet above
fine inner debris .,.creea and (2) a coa.re outer tra.;h rack.- po revent large the top of the ..screen during po.st LOCA recirculation operation. This
debris fiom reachins the debris .creen. A curb should be provided upstream screen curb i.s very effective in the AP1000 due to the ve.y limited
of the trash racks• to prevent hish-density debris firom being swvept along the amount of debris and low flow.-s I velocities allowed by the plant
floor into the sump. To be effective, the height of the curb should be design. DCD section 6-3.2.217-3 desc-ibes these elevations. Reference
appropriate for the pool flow velocities, as the debris can jump over a curb if I provides detailed description.s and drawings of these screens.
the velocities a-e sufficiently high. Experiments documented in NUREG/CR- 2. The In-containment Refueling W.ater Storage Tank. Screens are
6772 and ,NUREGiCR-6773 have demoastrated that substantial quantities of located at the floor of the tank- A 6 inch curb is provided in from of
settled debris could transport across the suump pool floor to the sump s-creen the screens. The IRWST is, a closed tank that conta-in-s vety limited
by s.;liding or tumibling, sources of debris. DCD section 6-3-2-2-7.2 de.s;cribes these elevations.

Reference 1 provides detailed descriptions and drawins.s of these
screen-R eference 3 provide.-s an evaluation of the debris that could
be transported to the IRWST Screens.

3. The screens are constructed of perforated stainless ,teel plate that is
used to fomied pockets. The .structural integrity of thas configuration
is well iin excess of screen-like material that w.as typically used in
PWR sump screens prior to actions taken to close Generic Safety
Issue GSI-191 and respond to Generic Letter GL 2004-02. As is the
case with current operatiag plants, the structural integri.y of the
AP100O screens precludes the need for trash racks. Refereace I
provides additional discussdion of the desion of the AP1000 screen.

C:-1. 1. 1.4 The floor in the vicinaity of the ECC ;urp should slope gradually dow-vaard The AP1000 loop compartment is 29 feet firom the wall near the reactor
away from the sump to further retard floor debris transport and reduce the vessel to the wall behind the SG- The floor extends 12 foot from the RV
fraction of debris that might reach the s crump seen. wall and then drops 3 foot. The floor under the SO is at this lower elevation

to facilitate reactor coolant pump remc,val. Although the floor in the vicinity
of the CR screens is not sloped. the initial spill of water will :esult in water
and any debris flowing away from the screens and into the lower potion of

the loop compartment. Also note That the protective plate located above the
screens extends cut to where the floor drops to the lower level. This plate
prevents debis from falling into the recirculation water close to the screens.
Reference 1 prov, ides additional information about CR screens and the floor
elevations around them-
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API 000 RG 1.82 Assessment
AP1000 RG 1.82 .4ssessinelxt Matrix

Section Stated Regulatory Position Comparison to tile AP1000 Design

C-1.1.1.5 All drains from the upper regious of the containme-t should terminate in such The APl000 does not have a contaitment spray system that would operate
a manner that direct streams of wvaer.-, which may contain entrained debris, durins a design basis LOCA and as a result does not have a large amount of
will not directly impinge on the deb:is iterceptors or discharge in close water that needs to be drained from the operating deck down to the CR
proximity to the sump. The drainsr and other narrow pathways that connect screens. Mo.si:t of the water that flows to the CR screensL will come out of the
compartments with potential break locations to the ECC sump should be ADS stage 4 valves. The,.se ADS Stage 4 valves discharge into both loop
designed to en.sure that they would not become blocked by the debris; this is compartments. As a result, the only pas.sage with significait flow is the
to ensure that water needed for an adequate NPSH margi•n could not be held corridor that connects the two loop compartments. This cortidor is level and
up or diverted from the sump. mote than S feet wide.

The API000 does have three rooms located below the normal post-LOCA
containmeat flood level that do not normally flood. These rooms include the
two PXS subsystem rooms and the CVS purification room. These room-- are
discussed in the DCD flood hazards' analysis (DCD section 3.4.1.2.2.2).
These rooms are de.-s-igned so that they do not normally flood during a
LOCA. The room-, drain to the containment sump through redundant series
check -,alves. One of the PXS rooms can initially flood if there is a LOCA
of a direct vessel injection (DVI) line in one of the..s.e rooms. Such an event
is considered in the long term cooling analysis performed in DCD Chapter
15 (DC:D 15.6.5.4C). In addition, it is conservatively assumed that leakage
will eventually cause all of these rooms to flood. This Cwall-to-wall" cse is
also considered in Chapter 15 (DCD 15.6.5.4C.3).

C-1.1.1.6 The strength of the trash racks should be adequate to protect the debris The response to item C- 1.1.1.2 discusses the design of the s-creen relative to
screens from missiles and other lar:e debris. Trash racks and sump screens whipping pipes and jet impingement. The APING0 design precludes the
should be capable of withstanding the loads impo.sed by expanding jets, generation of missiles. inside containment as... discussed in DCD section
missile., the. accumulation of debris. and pres.sure differentials caused by 3.5.1.2. The screen testing demonstrated that theyv wilt not see an significant
post-LOCA blockage under de.sign-basis flow conditions. When evaluating head loss while operating with design ba..sis flow / debris condition.'
impact from potential expanding jets and missiles, credit for any protection to (Reference 2). In addition: the screens will be designed to withstand a
trash racks and sump s-icreens offered by -surrounding -sttuctures or c.redit for significant head loss.
remoteness of trash racks• and .sump screenls' from potential high energy
source.s should be justified.

C-1.1.1.7 Where cownistent with overall .sump design and functionality, the top of the The top of the cas...ettes for the AP1000 CR screens is a solid plate that is
deb:is interceptor structure.', should be a .solid cover plate that isV. designed to vented. In addition. the APi1000 employs another plate that extends out 10
be fully submer'ged after a LOCA and completion of the ECC injection. The feet in front of the CR screens as- well as 7 foot to tile -side. Thi.s plate
covere plate iVs intended to provide additional protection to debris interceptor prevents debris firom falling into the water just in fiont of the screens. This
structu're.--- firom LOC:A-generated load,.-.- However, the deskin should also plate is discus.sed in the DCD in subsection 6.3.2.2.7.3 and shown in detail

I ptoovide means for venting of any air trapped underneath the cover, in Reference 1.
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C-I.1.1.8 The debris interceptors should be designed to withstand the inertial and The APIODO screens are designed to mitigate the inertial and hydrodynamic
hydrodvnamic effects that are due to -,,ibrator-v motion of a safe -s.hutdo-wn effects that are due to vibratory motion of a safe shutdown earthquaie (SSE)
earthaunale (SSE) following a LOCA without loss of.structural inte.rity. followins a LOCA without los. of.;tructnu-al integtity.

C-1.1.1.9 Materials for debris interceptor..s and sump screens .should be selected to avoid The CR screens for the APIO00 are conttructed of stainless steel. This
degradation during periods of both inactivity and operation and should hae a material's abiltiy to withstand degradation during both periods of inactivity

low sensitivity. to such ade,,re-se effects as stress-assisted corrosion that may. be and activity is well kinownt. The AP:00 has no spray system that will be
induced by chemically reactive spray during LOCA conditions. used during design basis LOC:As to challenge the CR socreens.

C-1.1.1.10 The debri.s interceptor -structutes should include access openings to facilitate The design of the APC100 screens is pre.sented in Reference 1. This
inspection of these stuctures, any vortex suppressors, and thesumnp outlets,. reference includes drawings that show access panels to allow such

inspections. Also note that the pockets can be removed in groups if needed
to provide additional access.

C-.1. I.1 1 A sump screen design (i.e., size and shape) should be chosen that will avoid The APIC1OO CR screens were designed very consetvatively relative to the
the loss of NPFISH fiom debris blockage du-ing the period that the ECCS is amount of debris expected in the .PICDO. As shown in Reference 3, the

required to operate in orde: to maintain long-term cooling or maximize the calculated head loss is insignificant. This agrees with the APtOOG screen
time before los.s of NPSH caused by debris blockage when used with an test results (Reference 2). The APl000 does not use ECCS pumps.
active mitigation system (see Regulatorv Position 1. 1.4).

C- 1.1.1.12 The pos..-sibility of debris-clogging flow resItrictions downstream of the sump The AP-000 PXS post LOCA recirculation lines do Lot use pumps. heat

screen s-hould be assessed to en-s-ure adequate long term recirculation cooling, exchangers, tJrottle valves, spray nozzles or orifice.s (DCD Section 6.3). As
containment cooling. and containment iressu're control capabilities. The .--ize a result. the APIC-00 has eliminated many of the potential problems
of the openings in the stump debris screen .-should be determined considering associated with debris passing through the ECCS.
the flow restictions of systems se--ed by the ECCS sump. The potential for As discussed in Reference 3, a downstream effects evaltiaton was
long thin slivers passing axially throush the sump ,.creen and then reorienting performed for The APl000 PXS. The tesults of the evaluation demonstrated
and clogging at any flow restriction downstream should be considered. that debris-cloggins, wear and abrasion have negligible impact on the post-

Consideration should be given To the buildup of debris at dow..nstream accident operation of the PXS.
locations such as the following: containmeent spray nozzle openings. HPSI
throttle valves, coolant channel openings in the core fuel as-semblies. fuel
assembly inlet debris screens. ECCS piump seals., bearings. and impeller
tmuning clearance.. If it is deterumned that a sutmp screen with openings
small enough to filter out particles of deb:is that are fine enough to cause

damage to ECC:S pump seals or bearings would be impractical, it is expected
that modifications would be made to ECCS pumps or E CCS pumps would be
procured that can operate long term under the probable conditions.

C-I.I.1.13 ECC and containment spray pump suction inlets should be designed To The APlO00 design doe.s not have core or containment cooling pumps.
prevent deg.radation of pump performance Through air ingestion and other Therefore. this regulatory position doe:. not apply to the AP1000 design.
adverse hydraulic effects (e.g., circulatory flow patterns. high intake head Note that the post LOCA containtment flood up water level is about 10 feet
losse.s), above the top of the CR screens.
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C-1.I1..14 All drains from the uppez" regions of the containment building. as well as floor This is--.sue is addressed in the response to item C-I.1.1.5.
dramins should terminate in such a manner that daiect streams-- of water. which
may contain entrained debris, will not discharSe dowasueam of the sump
screen, thereby bypassing the sump screen.

C- 1.1.1.15 Advanced strainer designs (e.g.. stacked disc strainerli) have demonstrated The APi u00 design uses an advanced straiaer design. such as that described
capabilities that are not provided by simple flat plate or cone-s;haped strainers in this regulatory posftion. ror its CR screens. Therefore. the AP1000
or screens. For example. the.se capabilities include built-in debris traps where design complies with this regulatory position- The details of th.e APlOQO
debris can collect on surface.s while keeping a po-tion of the screen relatively screen design are prov-ided in Reference 1.
free of debris. The convoluted stucrure of.s.uch .-strainer' de.si:gns increases the
total screen area, and these stmrcture,.s tend to prevent the condition refented to
as the thin bed effect. It may be desirable to include these capabilities in any
new sump strainer/dscreen designs. The performnace characteristics and
effectiveness of such designs should be supported by appropriate test data for
any pailicular intended aP.plication.

C-1.1.2 Miniznizing Debris The APIG00 design greatly reduces the amount of debris generated and
The debis-; (see Regulatory Pos.:ition 1.3.2) that could accumulate on the .s•umnp trans-.ported to the CR screens. The use of insulation that can be damaged by
screen should be minimized- LOCA force.-s, and generate fibrous debris is precluded (DCD subsection

63.22.7.1 item 3). The CR screens employ protective plates that prevent
debris from falling into the wvater close to the screens (DCD subsection
6._ 32.7..)- A cleanliness programn is required as discussed in C-1.il2.1

C-1.1.2.1 Cleanliness programs should be established to clean the containment on a The APlOO COL holder is, required to define a cleanliness progrmn to limit
regular basi.--, and plant procedres, should be established for control and the debris., that might be left in the containment following refueling and
removal of foreign matezials from the containment, maintenance outages (DCD subsection 6-3.8.1). Note that the resident debris

analysis presented in Reference 3 uses data fiom operating plants that have
t•yical cleantlines.s prograams.

C:-1.1.2.2 Insulation types (e.g., fibrous and calcium silicate) that can be sources of The AP1000 de.sign specifies.ý the use of metal reflective insulation in the
debris that is known to more readily transport to the sump screen and cause containment that are subject to damage by LOCA jet impingement forces
higher head losse.s.. may be replaced with insulations (e.g., reflective metallic (DCD subsection 63.2-2-7-1 item 3).
insulation) that transport.s.z less readily and causes.-. less severe head losses once
deposited onto the sump s.creen. If insulation is replaced or otherwise
removed duzina maintenance, abatement procedures should be established to

I avoid generating latent debris in the contailunent.
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C-1.1.2.3 To minimize potential debris caused by chemical reaction of the pool water Minimizing post-accident chemical effects was considered in the A30001

with metals in the containment. expo.sure of bare metal surfices (e.g., design. The largest amount of base metal surface that would react with the

scaffoldntg) to containment cooling water through s:pray impingement or AP 1000 post LOCA water chemistry is the ex-core iasntmnentation. DCD
-nner.sioa should be minimized either by removal or by chemical-resistant Tier 1 Table 2.2.3 Item 8c) xiv) ensures that these sensors are enclosed in
protection (e.!g... coat-igs or iacket.-, stainless steel (Reference 4).

Reference I presents the re,.ults of evaluations of the potential for
generating chem-ical precipitants and also on down stream chemical effects.

The results show that the AP1000 has effectively reduced the chemical

effects.

C-i.1.3 Instrumentation Oper:tor action is not relied upon to mitigate the consequence.s of the
If relying on operator action:S To mitigate the consequences of the accumulation of debrisf, on the post LOCA screens because of the design of

accumulation of debris on the ECC sunip screens. safety-related the AP1000 passive systems and the aggressive approach to reducing

instrumentation that provides operators with an indication and audible potential debris source, and providing large I advanced design screens. In

Warning of impending loss of"NPSH for ECCS pumps s-.hould be available in addition, the AP1000 does not use pumps for post LOCA core or

the control room. containment cooling.

C-1.1.4 Active Sump Screen System The API000 desi.n does not use an active sumip screea system. Therefore.

An active device or system (see examples, in Appendix B) may be provided to this resulator:y position is not applicable to thle Al1000 de.-ian.
prevent the accumulation of debris on a sump screen or to mitisate the
consequences of accumulation of debris on a sump screen- An active system
should be able to preent debris that may block restrictions found in the
systems served by the ECC punips from entering the system. The operation
of the active component or system should not adversely affect the operation
of other ECC component.s or systems. Performance characteristic.-s of an

active sump screen system should be suppo-ied by appropriate test data that

addres., head loss performance.

C-1.1.F Inservice Inspection The desizn of the AP1000 CR screens and IRWST screens provides for

To ensure the operability and strvctural inrtegrity of the trash racks and inspection as identified in this regulatory position. Refer to Reference 1 for
screens, access openings are necessary to permit inspection of the ECC s.jump details of the AP1000 screen design includinZ access features. The A?1000

structure,- and outlets. In-iervice inspection of racks. screens. vortex Technical Specifications contained in DCD section 16.1 (SR 3.5.6.9)
suppressors, and sump outlets, includi-ng visual examination for evidence of require inspection of these screens ever.y 24 montihs.
structu:-al degradation or corrosion, should be performed on a regular basis at

every, refueling period downtime. Inspection of The ECC sump components
late in the refueling period wvill ensure the ab.sence of construction trash in the
ECC sump area.
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C-1.2 Evaluation of Alternative Water Sources As discussed in item C-1.1.3 operator actions are not relied upon for the
To demonstrate that a combination of the features and actions listed above are AP1000 to prevent the accumulation of debris on post LOCA screens. This
adequate to en-tue long-term cooling and that the five criteria of 10 CFR item does not apply to the APO000.
50.46(b) will be met following a LOCA, an evaluation using the guidance and
a.suniption.- in Regulatory Position 1.3 should be conducted. If a licens.ee is
relying on operator actions to prevent the accumulation of debris on ECC
sump screen.s or to mitigate the consequences of the accumulation of debris
on the ECC sump screens. an evaluation should be performed to ensure that
the operator has adequate indications, training, time, and system capabilities
to perfofnn the necessary actions. If not covered by plant-specific emergency
operating procedures, procedures should be established to use alternative
water sources that will be activated when unacceptable head loss renders the
sump inoperable. The valves needed to align thie ECCS and containment
spray systems (taking suction from the recircuiation sumps) wvith an
alternative water source should be periodically inspected and maintained.

C-1.3 Evaluation of Long-Term Recirculation Capability Refer to applicable items below.
The followving techniques, assumptions: and guidance should be used in a
deteiministic, plant-specific evaluation to ensure that any implementation of a
combination of the feature.se and capabilities listed in Regulatoti' Position 1.1
are adequate to ensure the availability of a reliable water source for long-term
recirculation followinu a LOCA. The assumptions and guidance listed below
can also be used to develop test conditions for sump screens.
Evaluation and confimnaation of (1) sump hydraulic performance (e.g.,
geometric effects. air ingestion), (2) debris effects (e.g., debris tran.sport,
interceptor blockage. head loss), and (3) the combined impact on NPSH
available at the pump inlet should be performed to ensure that long-term
recirculation cooling can be accomplished following a LOCA. Such an
evaluation should arrive at a determination of NTPSH margin calculated at the
pump inlet. An asses-s..-ment should also be made of the susceptibility to debris
blockage of the containment drainage flow paths to the recirculation sump-
th-is is to proTect against reduction in available NPSH if substantial amounts
of water are held up or divet'ed away from the sump. Anu assessment should
be made of the susceptibility of the flow restrictions in the ECCS and CSS
recirculation flow path.- down-stream of the ---ump screens and of the
recirculation pump seal and bearing as.sembiy design to failure from
particulate ingestion and abrasive effects to protect against degyadation of

____________long-term reci'c ulation pumping capacity. ______________________________________
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C-1.3.1 Net Positive Suction Head of ECCS and Containwment Heat Removal
Pumps

C-1.3.1.1 ECC and containment heat removal systems should be desiged so that Not applicable since the APIOCD has. no containment sp-ray of safety
sufficient available NPSH is prvLided to the ,yslem purtps. assuming the injection pumps.
maximum expected temperature of pumped fluid and no increase in
containment pressure from that present prior to the postulated LOCA. (See
Regulatort Po.,.ition 1.3.1.2.)
For sump pools with temperatures less than 212 oF. it is consetvative to
asstume that the cintainment pre.ssure equals The vapor pressure of the sump
water. This ensures that credit is not taken for the containment pressurization
during the transienat.
For subatmospheric containments, this guidance should apply alter the
injiection phase has terminated. For subaTmo.pheric contaimments, prior to
termination of the injection phase. NPSH analyses should include
conse:-tative predictions of the containment atmospheric pressure and s..ump
w water temperamre as a function of tine.

C--1.3.1.2 For certain operating PWRs for which the design cainot be practicably Not applicable since the APIOOO has -, no containment spray or safety
altered, conformance v.ith Regulatory Position 1.3.1.1 may not be possible. injection pumps.
In these cases. no additional containment pressure s..hould be included in the
determination of available NPSH than is necessary to preclude pump
cavitation. Calculation of available containment pressure and sump water
temperature as a function of time should underestimate the expected
containment pressure and overe:stimate the sump water Temperature when
determinin.g available INSH for this situation.

C-1.3.1.3 For certain operating reactors for which the design cannot be practicably Not applicable since the AP1000 ha, no containment spray or safety
altered, if credit is taken for operation of an ECCS or containment heat injection pumps.
removal pump in cavitation, prototyvical pump tests should be performed
along with post-test examination of the pump to demonstrate that pump
performance will not be degraded and that the pumrp continue.s. to meet all the
performance criteria assumed in the safety analyses. The time period in Tihe
safety analyses during which the pump may be assumed to operate while
cavitatine should not be longer than the time for which the performance tests
demonstrate that the pump meets performance criteria.

C-1.3.1.4 The decay and residual heat produced followving accident initiation should be Not applicable since the APIOOO has no containment spray or safety
included in the determination of the water temperature. The uncertainty in injection pumps.
the determination of the decay heat should be included inEl this calculation.
The residual heat should be calculated with martin.
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C:-1.3.1.5 The hot channel correction facto: specified in ANSI/HI 1-1-1.5-1994 should 'Not applicable since the APIO000 ha, no containment spray or safety
nor be used im detenr-ning the marinn bet.veen the available aad required injection pumps.
_NPSH for ECCS and contaimnent heat removal system pumps.

C-1.3.1.6 The calculation of available NPSH should minimize the heisht of water above The. calculation of NPSH is not applicable to the APIOOO becau.-e there are
the pump suction (ie., the level of water on the containment floor). The no containment spray or safet" injection pumps. API000 doe.--- use the
calclated height of water on the containment floor -hould not cons-i.der elevation of water in the. containment to drive the recirculation of water
quantities or water that do not contribute to the suimp pool (e.g., atmospheric back into the RCS. As a result, a similar calculation of minimum
steam. pooled water o-n floors and in refueling canaals-, spray droplets and containment water level was performed that considered:
other falling water, etc.). The amount of water in enclosed areas that cannot * Steam in the containment atmosphere
be readily returned to the sump -should not be included in the calculated * Water pooled on floors
height of water on the containment floor. * Water film on the inside surface of the containment vessel due to

operation of the passive containment cooling system
* Water trapped in areas; that are not readily returned to the

containment
* Water that fills one PXS room in case of a LOCA pipe break. in

that room
DCD section 15.6.5.4C proovides some discussion of this level.

C-1.3.1.7 The calculation of pipe and fitting resistance and the calculation of the The head loss across the PXS recirculation piping system vs, simple and
nominal screen resistance without blockage by debris s•'hould be done in a straight forward. The head loss acro.-ss the CR s-.creeny tunder clean
recocgnized, defensible method or determined from applicable expertiental conditions was detei.mined by test (Reference 2).

_data. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
C-1.3.1.8 Sump screen flow res.i.s.tance that is due to blockage by LOCA-generated The screen head loss was estimated in Reference 3. Tes-.ting " perfornned for

debris or foreign matezial in the containment which is transported to the AP1000 has confirmed that the head across the APIO00 screens will be

suction irntake screens should be determined usine Regulatory Position 1.3.4. nsignificant with the API000 flow I debris conditions (Reference 2).
C-1.3.1.9 Calculation of available N.SH should be performed as a function of time 'Not applicable since the AP1000 ha.,..s no containment spray or safety

until it is clear that the available NPSH will not decrease frther. injection pumps.
C-1.3.2 Debris Sources and Generation
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C-1.3.2.1 C.onsistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46, debris-.i generation should Because the AP1000 design eliminates the use of fibrous insulation that can
be calculated for a numbe- of postulated LOCAs of different size..,. locations, be dainiaed by LOCA forces (DCD sub..-ection 6.3.2.2.7.1 item 3), the
and other properties sufficient to provide assurance that the niost severe search for the tnost severe LOCA considers the amount of resident debris
postulated LOC.As are calculated. The level of sev.:er'ity corresponding to that would be transported to each screen. Refer to Reference S for additional
each postulated bremak should be based on the potential head loss incurred discussion on debris amounts.
across the stunp screen. Some PWXRs may need recirculatioa f&om the ....up The API000 does not use the CR screens for non-LOCA accidents.
for licensins basis events other than LOCAs. Therefore, licensees should
evaluate the licensin•g basis axid include potential break- lcation.s in the main
steam and main feedwater lines as well m deterniriin! the most limitin2
conditions for .sunmp operation.
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C:-1.3.2.2 An acceptable method for estimating the amount of debris generated by a This criteria does not apply to the -AP1000 in the sense that no debris is
postulated LOCA is to use the zone of influence (ZOI). Examples of this generated by rise LOCA a.s a result of the insulation design approach (DCD
approach are provided in NUREGICR-6224 and Boiling Water Reactor subsection 6.3.2.2.7.1 item 3). There r..s a zone of influence identified in thi1
Owners" Gioup (BWROG) Utility Resolution Guidance .NEDO-326S6 and section of the DCD that used just to determine that there is no fibrou.s.,
the staff s Safety Evaluation on the BWR.OG's response to NRC Bulletin 96- msulation damaged by a LOCA.
03). A rep:,ezentation of the ZOI for comrmonly used insulation mateiials is
shown in F ixure 3.

The size and shape of the ZOI should be supported by analysis or
experiments for the break and potential debris. The size and s-hape of
the ZOI should be consi'rtent with the debris source (e.g-. inuilation,
fire battier materials, etc.) damage pressure. i.e.. the ZOI should

extend until the jet pressures decrease below the experimentally
determined damage prie.-sures appropriate for the debris source.

* The volume of debr is. contained within the ZOI should be used to
estimate the amount of debris generated by a postulated brealk.

* The .size distribution of debris created in the ZOI should be determined
by analysis or expetiment...

* The ..hock wave generated durine the postulated pipe break and the
subsequent jet should be the basis for estimating the amount of debris
generated and the size or size distribution of the debris generated within
the ZOI.

Certain types of nmaterial used in a small quantity i1nside the containment can,
with adequate juistification, be demonstrated to make a mareinal contribution
to the debris loading for the ECC sump. If debris generation and debris
tuan..port data have not been determined experimentally for such material, it
may be grouped with another like material existing in large quantities. For
example. a small quantity of fibrous filtering material may be grouped with a
substantially large quantity of fibrous insulation debris, and the debris
generation and transport data for the filter material need not be determined
expenimenlally. However, .such analyses are valid only if the small quantity
of material treated in this mainner does not have a significant effect when
combined with other materials- (e.g.. a small quantity of calcium silicate
combined with fibrous debris).
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C-1.3.2.3 A sufficient number of breaks, in each high-pres.su'e system that relies on This criteria does not apply to the AP1000 because no debris is generated by
recirculation -hould be considered to reasonably bound variations in debris the LOCA as a result of the insulation desien approach (DCD subsection
generation by the size, quantity, and type of debris. As a minimum. the 6.3.2.2.7.1 item 3). The only variable is the amount of resident debris
following postulated break locations should be considered. transported to each screen. The report discusses the most severe LOCAs
• Breaks in the reactor coolant syst'em (e.g., hot leg. cold leg, pre3surizer relative to resident debris transport.

surge line) and, depending on the plant licensing ba.i,. main steam and
main feedwater lines with the la-gest amount of potential debris within
the postulated ZOI.

* Large breaks with two o.- more different types of debris. including the
b:eal:s with the most variety of debris, within the expected ZOI,

• Breaks in areas with the most ditect path to the sump,
* Medium and large breaks.:,ith the largyeýt potential particulate debris to

ilsulation ratio by weight, and
* Breals that generate an amount of fibrous debris that. afte- its t'ansport

to The sump screen, could form a uniform th-in bed that could
subsequently filter .sufficient particulate debris to create a relatively
high head loss referred to as the 'thin-bed effect.- The minimum
thicl:ness of fibrous deb-is needed to form a thin bed has Typically been
estimated at 1/S inch thicl: based on the nominal insulation deasit,
(.NUREG/CR-6224) .

C-1.3.2.4 All insulation (e.g.. fibrous. calcium silicate, reflective metallic), painted The only insulation in the ZOI is metal reflective insulation which will not
surfaces, fire bah'ier material.s and fibrous, cloth, plamtic, or particulate be transported to the APlO00 screens with the low APIO0O flow rates, as
materials within the ZOI should be considered a debris source. Analytical discussed in Reference 3. Data presented to the NRC indicates that PWR
models or experiments should be used to predict the ,size of the postulated LOCA jets will not strip off paint. However, this characteristic is not
debris. For breaks po.stulated in the vicinity of the pressure vessel, the credited in The APt00.0. Although the API 000 uses safety qualified coatings
potential for debtis. generation fromt the pacLing materials commonly used in inside containment, other than the coating used on the in.-ide of the
the penetrations and the insulation installed on the pressure vessel should be containment vessel they are nomafetv in their application and inspections.
considered. Particuilae. debris generated by pipe rupture jets s.-tripping off As, a result, it is as..sumed that they can be .stripped off by LOCA jets. Note
paint or coatings and eroding concrete at the point of impact should also be that as.' discuss-.ed in DCD sub~section 6.1.2.1.5 and Table 6.1-2. these
considered. nonsafety coatings used insi.de containment are required to be a minimum

density such that in the APIOOO conditions they will settle on to the floor
and not be trans..ported to the .creens.
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C-i.3.2.5 The cleanliness of the containment during plant operation should be Refer to the response to item C-!.!.2. .
considered when e..timating the amount and type of debris available to block
the ECC sump screens. The potential for such material (e.g., thermal
insulation other than pipiig insulation: ropes, fire hoses, wife ties, tape,
venilation system filters, permanent tags or stickers on plant equipment, ru~st
flake.s firom unpainted steel sutfaces. corrosion products', dust and dirt, latent
individual fibers) to impact head loss across the ECC sump screens should

also be considered.
C-1.3.2.6 In addition to debris generated by jet forces from the pipe rupture. debris Refer to the res..ponse to item C-1-.3.2.4 for a dis--ýcussion of coating debris.

created by the resulting containment environment (thermal and chemical) Reference 3 specifically addresses the potential for formation of chemical
should be cons.:idered in the analyses. Examples of this type of debris would debris. In addition, the testing performed for APIO00 included chemical
be disbondment of coatings in the form of chips and paiticulates or formation debris and demon.trated that they produced no measurable head loss with
of chemical debris (precipitants) cnau:ed by chemical reactions in the pool. APIOOO flows / debris amounts (Reference 2).

C-1.3.2.7 Debris generation that ii due to continued degradation of insulation and other Because of the approach used in the API000 to use metal reflective.
debris when -subjected to turbulence caused by cascading water flows from insulation and that AP1000 doei.. not have a containment spray system this

upper regions of the containments or near the break overflow region should consideration will not generate additional debris in the AP!000. Also see
be considered in the: analyses. response to item C- 1.1.1.5.

C-1.3.3 Debris Transport
C-1.3.3.1 The calculation of debris quantities transported frtom debris sources to the Because of the approach used in the AP1000 to use metal reflective

suimp screen should consider all modes of debris transport, including airborne insulation essentially all of the AP?1000 debris is resident debris. In
debris transport. containment spra, .vashdown debris tran-port, and Reference 3 it has been conservatively assumed that all the resident debris
contaimunent sump pool debris' transport. Consideration of the containment located in areas wetted by the initial break discharge or by subsequent
pool debris transport should include (I) debris- transport during the fill-up flooding will be transported to an API000 screen.
phase, as well a. during the recirculation phase, (2) the turbulence in the pool The only debris assumed not to be transported is metal reflective insulation.
caused by the flow of water, water entering the pool from breal: overflow, and
containment spray drainage: and (3) the buoyancy of the debris. Transport
analyses of debris should consider: (1) debris that would float along the pool
surface, (2) debris that would remain sui.pended due to pool turbulence (e.g.,
individual fibers and fine particulate.s.) and (3) debris that readily settles to

the pool floor.
C-1.3.3.2 The debris transport analyses should consider each type of insulation (e.g., Refer to the response to item C-I.3.3.l.

fibrous. calcium silicate, reflective metallic) and debris size (e.g., particulates,
fibrous' fine. large pieces of fibrous insulation). The analyses., should also
consider the potential for further decomposition of the debris as it is
tran.sported to the ,sump s..creen.
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C-1.3.3.3 Bulk flow velocity firom recirculation operations, LOCA-related Refer to the response to item C-1.3.3.1. The long term cooling analysis
hydrodynamic phenomena, and other hydrodynamic forces (e.g., local (DC:D DCD 15.6.5.4C), was used to determine the velocities th'ough the
tu:bulence effectu. or pool mixing) should be considered for both debris screens-
transport and ECC sump screen velocity computations.

C- 1.3.3.4 An acceptable analytical approach to predict debris transport within the sump Refer to the response to item C:- 1.333.31.
pool is to use computational fluid dynamics (C:FD) simulations in
c:ombination with the experimental debris transport data. Examples of this
approach are provided in NUREG/C:R-6772 and NUREG!CR-6773.
Alternative methods for debris transport analyses are al.o acceptable,
provided they are supported by adequate validation of analytical technique.
using experimental data to ensure that the debris transport estimates are
c-onsev.'ative with respect to the quantities and types of debris transported to
the sump screen.

C-1.3.3.5 Curb.s-j can be credited for removing heavier debris that has been shown Refer to the response to item C!- 1.3.3.1.
analytically or experimentally to travel by sliding along the containment floor
and that cannot be lifted off the floor within the calculated water velocity
range.

C-1.3.3.6 If transported to the sump pool, all debris (e.g., fine fibrous. particulates) that Refer to the res..ponse to item C-i.3.3.1.
would remain suspended due to pool turbulence should be considered to reach
the s,.ump screen.

C-1.3.3.7 The time to switch over to sump recirculation and the operation of Referto the response to itemC-!.S.S.1.
conta'-inment spray .should be considered in the evalhtation of debris transport
to the sump screen.

C:-1.3.3.S In lieu of pezforning airborne and containment spray washdown debris Refer to the response to item C-i.3.3.1. AP1000 uses hallways and
transport analyses, it could be assumed that all debri.. will be transported to sraitw--ells as flow paths; their blocl:age is not credible considering the small
the .-s.iup pool. amount of debris in the APlO00. Refer to the response to item C-1.1.1.5_
In lieu of performing sump pool debris transport analyses (Regulatory
Position 1.3.3.4), it could be aus....umed that all debris. entering the sump pool or
originating in the sump will be considered transported to the sump screen
when est-matin scr'een debris bed head loss.
If it is credible in a plant that all drains leading to the conta•inemt .sump could
become completely blocked, or an inventory holdup i- coistaimuent could
happen together with debri..s loading on the sump screen, these situation.s
could pose a worse impact on the recirculation sunuxp performance Than the
assumed situations mentioned above. In thi., case, these s,.ituaitions should also
be assessed.
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C- 1.3.3.9 The effects of floating or buoyant deb-is on the integritv of the sump screen This consideration does not apply to the A?1000 screen--,. The post LOCA
and on subsequent head loss, should be considered. For screens that are not containment floodup level is about 10 feet above the top of the APIODO CR
fully submerged or are only shallowly subme-ged. floating debris could screens (DCD 6.3.2.2.7-3).
contribute to the debris bed head loss. The head loss due to floating or
buoyant debris could be minimized by a design feature to keep buoyant debris
from reaching the sump screen.

C-1.3.4 Debris Accumulation and Head Loss
C-1.3.4.1 EGG sump screen blockage should be evaluated based on the amount of Reference 3 provides the evaluation of the AP1OCO debris amounts and their

debris estimated usinl the assumnptions ,u'rd criteria described in Regulatory uatva.port to the AP1000 screent consrstent with these criteria a... discussed
Position 1.3.2 and on the debr-s transported to the ECC sump per Regulatory above. The total amount of debris has been assumed to accumulate in the
Position 1.3.3. This volume of debi-is should be used to estimate the rate of time it tak:es to .a.s the containment floodup volume through the screens-:-
accumulation of debris on the E7CC sump screen. once.

C-1.3.4.2 Consideration of ECC sump screen submergence (full or partial) at the time The APIO0 CR Screens are fully submerged at the time that they .start
of switchover to ECCS should be given in calculating the available (wetted) recirculating water from the containment back into the RCS. The -AP1000
screen area. For plants in which containment heat removal pumps take does not use pumps for post LOCA core or containment cooling.
suction from the ECC sump before switchover To the ECCS. the available

NPSH for these pumps should consider the submergence of the sumnp screens
at the time these pumps initiate suction from the ECC sump. Unless
other'wi..;e shown analytically or experimentally. debris s.'.hould be assumed to
be tuifto:mly dist-ibuted over the available sumup screen .suface. Debtis mass
should be calculated based on the amount of debris estimated to reach the
ECC sump screen. (See Revi.-sion 1 of NUREG-0S97, N\UREG/CR-.S616. and
_NUREGICR-6224.)

C:-1.3.4.3 For fully submerged -sump screens, the NPSH available to the ECC pumps Refer to response for item C-1.3.4.2.
should be determined using the conditions specified in the plant's licensing
basis.

C- 1.3.4.4 For partially submerged sumps, NPSH margin may not be the only failure Refer to response for item C-1.3.4.2.
criterion, as discussed in Appendix A. For partially .submerged sumps, credit
should only be given to the. portion of the sump screen that is expected to be
submerged., as a function of time. Pmnp failure should be assumed to occur
when the head loss across the sump screen (including only the clean screen
head loss and the debris bed head loss) iVs' greater than one-half of the
submerged screen height or NPSH margin.
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C-1.3.4.5 Estimates of head loss caused by debris bloclk.age should be de.elped from Testing has been performed for the AP1000 (Reference 2). This testing
empirical data ba.ed on the stnmp screen design (e.g., surface area and included resident debris (fiber and particle) as well as chemical precipitants.
geomet•:)., postulated combinations of debris (i-e... amount. size distribution, This testing demonstrated that there is not enough debris to form a
Type), and approach velocity. Because debris beds that form on sump screens contiguous bed on The API000 screens. As a result, the AP1000 screens do
can trap debris that would pass through an unobstructed sump .screen opening= not hav.e any measurable head loss with the screen flow rates and debris..
any head loss correlation should cons:ervatively account for filtration of amounts based on the analysis in Reference 3 and the A?1000 screen
particulates by The debris bed, including pailiculaTe..s That would paMss through testing.
an unobstr'ucted sumnp screen.

C-1.3.4.6 Consistent with the requirements of 10 C:FR 50.46, head loss should be As discussed above the AP1000 does not have a variery of debris types for
calculated for the debris bed- fornied of different combinations of fibers and different break locations. Basically it just has resident debris. As discussed
particulate mix-tul-es ie.g., minimum unifo--mn thin bed of fibe--.s suppOr1ing a in Reference 3 the amount of debris av:ailable is not sufficient to form a
layer of particulate debxis) based on assumptions and critevia described in contmiuous bed on the API000 screens. This situation has been confinned
Regulatoi-y Positions 1.3.2 and 1.3.3. by the AP 000 screen testing (Refe-ence 2). As a result, the API 000 screens

do not have any measurable head loss with the screen flow rates and debrils
amounts based on the analysis in Reference 3 and the APl000 screen
testing.
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